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Here the status of the searhes for lassial Dira Magneti Monopoles (MMs)
at aelerators and for GUT MMs in the osmi radiation is disussed. We present
reent analysis for lassial Dira monopoles at aelerators and the lowest ux
upper limit for Magneti Monopoles in the mass range 10
5
- 10
12
GeV obtained with
the SLIM experiment at the Chaaltaya High Altitude Laboratory (5290 m a.s.l.).
1. INTRODUCTION
The lak of symmetry between eletri and magneti harges is one of the oldest puzzles in
physis. Why is it possible to isolate positive and negative eletri harges, but not north and
south magneti poles? At the beginning of the 19th entury there were disussions onerning
the magneti ontent of matter and the possible existene of isolated magneti harges. While
the existene of magneti monopoles is not exluded by lassial eletromagnetism, the rst
onvining argument in favor of suh partiles was made by Dira in 1931 [1℄. Dira linked
the existene of magneti monopoles with the quantization of eletri harge and established
the relation between the elementary eletri harge e and a basi magneti harge g:
e · g = n~c
2
= ngD, n = 1, 2, ... (1)
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2where n is an unknow integer and gD = ~c/2e = 68.5e is the unit Dira harge. Here we
assume that the elementary eletri harge is that of an eletron. If free quarks exist, Eq. 1
should be modied by replaing e with e/3, whih eetively inreases g by a fator of 3. The
existene of magneti harges and of magneti urrents would symmetrize in form Maxwell's
equations. The symmetry would not be perfet sine e 6= g but the ouplings ould be energy
dependent and ould merge in a ommon value at high energies [2℄. There was no predition
for the MM mass; a rough estimate, obtained assuming that the lassial monopole radius
is equal to the lassial eletron radius yields mM ≈ g
2me/e
2 ≈ n · 4700me ≈ n · 2.4 GeV/
2
.
From 1931 searhes for lassial Dira monopoles were arried out at every new high-energy
aelerator employing a variety of diret and indiret methods [3℄.
Interest in monopoles revived in the 70's, following the disovery by 't Hooft and Polyakov
[4℄ that there exist monopole solutions to the eld equations of theories in whih a semi-
simple unifying gauge group breaks into a U(1) group plus others. If the uniation sale is
MGUT , the monopole mass [5℄ is mM ≥ MGUT/αGUT , with αGUT the grand-unied oupling
onstant. A onsequene of these theoretial developments is that monopoles are expeted
to be extremely heavy. In GUTs with MGUT ≃ 10
14 − 1015 GeV and αGUT ≃ 0.025, mM >
1016 − 1017 GeV. This is an enormous mass: MMs annot be produed at any manmade
aelerator, existing or oneivable. They ould only be produed in the rst instants of
our Universe and an be searhed for in the penetrating Cosmi Radiation (CR). The most
stringent diret limits on GUT superheavy MMs have been set by the MACRO experiment
[6℄.
Larger MM masses are expeted if gravity is brought into the uniation piture, and in
some SuperSymmetri models.
Intermediate mass monopoles (IMMs) may have been produed in later phase transitions
in the Early Universe, in whih a semisimple gauge group yields a U(1) group [7℄. IMMs with
masses 105 ÷ 1012 GeV may be aelerated to relativisti veloities in the galati magneti
eld, and in several astrophysial sites. It has been speulated that very energeti IMMs
ould yield the highest energy osmi rays [8℄.
The lowest mass MM should be stable, sine magneti harge is onserved like eletri
harge. Therefore, the MMs produed in the Early Universe should still exist as osmi
relis, whose kineti energy has been aeted rst by the expansion of the Universe and then
by their travel through galati and intergalati magneti elds.
3Here we shall review the present experimental situation on MM searhes with emphasis
on the reent analysis for lassial Dira monopoles at aelerators and on reent limits for
Intermediate Mass MMs searhes with the SLIM experiment [9℄.
2. PROPERTIES OF MAGNETIC MONOPOLES
The main properties of MMs are obtained from the Dira relation.
- If n =1 and the basi eletri harge is that of the eletron, then the basi magneti harge
is gD = ~c/2e = 137e/2. The magneti harge is larger if n > 1 and if the basi eletri
harge is e/3.
- In analogy with the ne struture onstant, α = e2/~c ≃ 1/137, the dimensionless magneti
oupling onstant is αg = g
2
D/~c ≃ 34.25; sine it is > 1 perturbative alulations annot be
used.
- Energy W aquired in a magneti eld B: W = ngDBℓ = n 20.5 keV/G m. In a oherent
galatilength (ℓ ≃ 1 kp, B ≃ 3 µG), the energy gained by a MM with g = gD is
W ≃ 1.8× 1011 GeV. Classial poles and IMMs in the CR may be aelerated to relativisti
veloities. GUT poles should have low veloities, 10−4 < β < 10−1.
-MMs may be trapped in ferromagneti materials by an image fore, whih ould reah values
of ∼ 10 eV/A.
- The interation of a MM magneti harge with a nulear magneti dipole ould lead to
the formation of a Mnuleus bound system. A monopoleproton bound state may be
produed via radiative apture. Monopolenuleus bound states may exist for nulei with
large gyromagneti ratios.
- Energy losses of fast poles. A fast MM with magneti harge gD and veloity v = βc
behaves like an eletri harge (ze)eq = gDβ, Fig. 1.
- Energy losses of slow poles (10−4 < β < 10−2) may be due to ionization or exitation of
atoms and moleules of the medium (eletroni energy loss) or to reoiling atoms or nulei
(atomi or nulear energy loss). Eletroni energy loss predominates for β > 10−3.
- Energy losses at very low veloities. MMs with v < 10−4c may lose energy in elasti
ollisions with atoms or with nulei. The energy is released to the medium in the form of
elasti vibrations and/or infrared radiation [10℄.
Fig. 1 shows the energy loss in liquid hydrogen of a g = gD MM vs β [11℄.
43. SEARCH FOR CLASSICAL DIRAC MONOPOLES AT ACCELERATORS
By lassial monopole we mean a partile without eletri harge or hadroni interations
and with magneti harge g satisfying the Dira quantization ondition (Eq. 1). Monopole
searhes at aelerators have predominantly used either indution or ionization methods.
Indution experiments measure the monopole magneti harge and are independent of
monopole mass and veloity. The method of detetion is the searh for the indution of
a persistent urrent within a superonduting loop [12℄. Searhes for magneti monopoles
using this method have been performed at the pp¯ Tevatron ollider assuming that produed
MMs ould stop, be trapped and bound in the matter surrounding the D0 and CDF ollision
regions [13℄. Piees of the detetor materials were ut into long thin strips whih were eah
passed through a superonduting oil oupled to a Superonduting QuantumMehanial
Interferene Devie (SQUID). Trapped magneti monopoles in a strip will ause a persistent
urrent to be indued in the superonduting oil by the magneti eld of the monopole,
after omplete passage of the strip through the oil. In ontrast, the urrent due to magneti
dipoles returns to zero after passage of the strip.
Ionization experiments rely on a magneti harge produing more ionization than an ele-
trial harge with the same veloity. Diret searhes for magneti monopoles using dierent
traking devies as sintillators, nulear trak detetors (NTDs) or entral detetors of om-
plex experiments, were performed at pp, pp¯ and e+e−olliders. Experiments at Tevatron
established ross setion limits of ∼ 2 × 10−34 m2 for MMs with mM < 850 GeV [14℄,
searhes LEP exluded masses up to 45 GeV [15℄.
Indiret searhes for lassial monopoles have looked for the eets of virtual
monopole/anti-monopole loops added to QED Feynman diagrams in p¯p and e+e−ollisions.
An indiret searh for MMs is the searh for multiγ events. Five peuliar photon showers
found in emulsion plates exposed to highaltitude CRs, are haraterized by an energeti
narrow one of tens of photons, without any inident harged partile [16℄. The total en-
ergy of the photons is ∼ 1011 GeV. The small radial spread of photons suggested a .m.
γ = (1 − β2)−1/2 > 103. The energies of the photons are too small to have πo deays as
their soure. One possible explanation: a highenergy γray, with energy > 1012 eV, pro-
dued a poleantipole pair, whih suered bremsstrahlung and annihilation produing the
nal multiγ events. Searhes for multi-γ events were performed at the Tevatron and LEP
5olliders (Fig. 2). The D0 experiment searhed for γ pairs with high transverse energies; vir-
tual pointlike MMs may resatter pairs of nearly real photons into the nal state via a box
monopole diagram; they set a 95% CL limit of 870 GeV [17℄. At LEP the L3 oll. searhed
for Z → γγγ events; no deviation from QED preditions was observed, setting a 95% CL
limit of 510 GeV [18℄. Many authors studied the eets from virtual monopole loops [2, 19℄.
Sine the Standard Model Z0-boson ould ouple to monopoles, assuming that the oupling
between the Z0 and a MM pair is larger than for any lepton pair, the measurement of the
Z0 deay width provides an indiret limit on MMs prodution for mM < mZ/2 [2℄.
Fig. 2 summarizes the ross setion limits vs MM mass obtained by diret and indiret ex-
periments (at the Fermilab pp ollider, e+e−olliders, the ISR pp ollider [11℄. Most searhes
are sensitive to poles with magneti harges g = ngD with 0.5 < n < 5.
Reently, new limits on Magneti Monopoles searhes have been arried out from OPAL
and H1 Collaborations. A new diret searh for MM pairs produed in the reation e+e− →
MM¯ (γ) have been performed by the OPAL ollaboration at LEP2. This searh is primarily
based on the dE/dx in the traking hamber of the OPAL detetor [21℄: due to their large
veloities these partiles would have high ionization energy losses. This analysis is sensitive
to MMs with masses from 45 GeV up to the kinemati limit (about 103 GeV).
The rst searh for MMs in e+p ollisions, at a entre of mass energy of 300 GeV, was
made by the H1 ollaboration at HERA [22℄. This analysis assumed that heavily ionizing
MMs produed in e+p ollisions may stop in the beam pipe surrounding the H1 interation
point at HERA. The binding energy of monopoles in the material is expeted to be large
and so they should remain permanently trapped providing they are stable. The beam pipe
surrounding the interation region during 1995-1997 (integrated luminosity 60 pb
−1
) was
investigated using a SQUID magnetometer with a sensitivity of 0.2 gD to look for stopped
magneti monopoles. No free magneti harges were observed and harge-dependent upper
limits on the ross setion for the eletro-prodution of magneti monopoles have been set.
4. SEARCH FOR GUT MONOPOLES IN THE COSMIC RADIATION
As already stated, GUT theories of the eletroweak and strong interations predit the
existene of superheavy MMs produed in the Early Universe (EU) when the GUT gauge
group breaks into separate groups, one of whih is U(1). Assuming that the GUT group
6is SU(5) (whih is exluded by proton deay experiments) one should have the following
transitions:
1015 GeV 102 GeV
SU(5) −→ SU(3)C × [SU(2)L × U(1)Y ] −→ SU(3)C × U(1)EM
10−35s 10−9s
(2)
MMs would be generated as topologial point defets in the GUT phase transition, almost
one pole for eah ausal domain. In the standard osmology this leads to too many poles (the
monopole problem). Ination would defer the GUT phase transition after large superooling;
in its simplest version the number of generated MMs would be very small. However the ux
depends ritially on several parameters, like the pole mass, the reheating temperature, et.
If the reheating temperature is large enough one would have MMs produed in high energy
ollisions, like e+e− → MM¯ .
A ux of osmi GUT MMs may reah the Earth with a veloity spetrum in the range
4×10−5 < β < 0.1, with possible peaks orresponding to the esape veloities from the Earth,
the Sun and the Galaxy. Searhes for suh MMs in the CR performed with superonduting
indution devies yielded a ombined 90% CL limit of 2×10−14 m−2 s−1 sr−1, independent of
β [11℄. Diret searhes were performed above ground and underground. MACRO performed
a searh with dierent types of detetors (liquid sintillators, limited streamer tubes and
NTDs) with an aeptane of ∼ 10,000 m2sr for an isotropi ux. No MM was deteted; the
90% CL ux limits, shown in Fig. 3 vs β for g = gD, are at the level of 1.4×10
−16
m
−2
s
−1
sr
−1
for β > 4 × 10−5 [6℄. The gure shows also the limits from the Ohya [23℄, Baksan, Baikal,
and AMANDA experiments [24℄.
5. THE SLIM EXPERIMENT
The SLIM experiment, whih searhes for IMMs with NTDs at the Chaaltaya high
altitude lab (5290 m a.s.l.), is sensitive to g = 2gD MMs in the whole range 4×10
−5 < β < 1
[9℄.
The SLIM apparatus at Chaaltaya onsists of 440 m
2
of CR39 and Makrofol nulear
trak detetors. The installation began in Marh 2000 and was ompleted in July 2001.
Further 100 m
2
were installed at Koksil (Himalaya) sine 2003. The detetor is organized
in modules of 24 m x 24 m, eah made of 3 layers of CR39 (1.4 mm thik), 3 layers of
7polyarbonate (Makrofol, 0.5 mm thik) and of an aluminium absorber (1 mm thik); eah
module is sealed in an aluminized plasti bag lled with dry air.
About 226 m
2
of CR39 have been ethed and analysed, with an average exposure time
of 3.6 years. No andidate passed the searhing riteria: the 90% C.L. ux upper limits for
fast (β > 0.1) IMMÒs oming from above, are at the level of 2.9 10−15 m−2 sr−1 s−1.
6. CONCLUSIONS
Searhes for MMs have shown a remarkable progress sine 1931. This is partiularly
impressive, sine no diret evidene of the existene of monopoles has been found. Even
without suh evidene, strong theoretial motivations ontinue to legitimate the experimental
program in this eld.
Diret and indiret aelerator searhes for lassial Dira MMs plaed limits at the level
mM > 850 GeV with ross setion upper values as shown in Fig. 2. Future improvements
may ome from experiments at Fermilab ollider and at the future LHC.
Many searhes were performed for heavy GUT MMs in the penetrating osmi radiation.
The 90% CL ux limits are at ∼ 1.4 × 10−16 m−2 s−1 sr−1 for β ≥ 4 × 10−5. It may be
diult to do muh better sine one would require rened detetors of onsiderably larger
areas.
Present limits on Intermediate Mass Monopoles with high β are relatively poor. By the
end of 2006 the SLIM analysis will be ompleted and the experiment will reah a sensitivity
of 10
−15
m
−2
sr
−1
s
−1
for β ≥ 10−2 and IMMs with 107 < mIMM < 10
13
GeV. Moreover this
searh will benet from the analysis of further 100 m
2
of NTDs installed at Koksil (Pakistan).
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9Figure 1. The energy losses, in MeV/m, of g = gD MMs in liquid hydrogen vs β. Curve a)
orresponds to elasti monopolehydrogen atom sattering; urve b) to interations with level
rossings; urve ) desribes the ionization energy loss.
Figure 2. Classial Dira MMS ross setion upper limits vs MM mass obtained from diret and
indiret aelerator searhes. (solid lines: searhes performed with traking devie, dashed lines:
other methods.
10
Figure 3. The 90% CL MACRO diret upper limits vs β for GUT g = gD poles in the penetrating
CR, and diret limits from other experiments (see text).
